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Q. No. Part Question Marks

1.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

True and False:

Architects invented pendentive and squinch in Etruscan 
period. True

Senate was a governing and advisory assembly. True

Islamic buildings were richly decorated with sculptures. 
False

In gothic time period books produced by secular sources. 
True 

Augustus Caesar was infamously murdered at senate. False

Use of  perspective  in  paintings  introduced in gothic  era.
True

Catacombs  found under  city  of  Rome as  burial  grounds.
True

Toga style  of  dress belongs to  the Medieval  civilization.
False

Moses & Pieta was sculpted by Botticelli. False

Necropolis well-known for city of the dead. True
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2.
(A)

(B)

Who was Leonardo da Vinci?                                              

Leonardo da Vinci, an Italian craftsman, a designer, a stone

carver,  draftsman,  Renaissance  humanist  perfect  and  so

forth, was conceived in 1452 and passed on in 1519. He is

most  popular  for  his  artistic  creations,  outstandingly  the

Mona Lisa and the Last Supper. He likewise turned into a

social symbol. The one of a kind distinction he appreciated

in  the  course  of  his  life.  A  craftsman  by  affidavit  and

enrichment,  to  him  his  eyes  were  his  primary  road  to

information.  He  applied  his  imagination  to  each  field

wherein  realistic  portrayal  is  utilized.  He  utilized  his

keenness, unordinary perception force and authority of the

craft  of  attracting  to  examine  nature  itself.  Leonardo

composed from the option to left " reflected composition",

so his  work was just  neat when held up to a mirror.  He

additionally  structured  a  flying  machine  more  than  400

years before the Wright siblings accomplished the primary

supported flight.
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What is the purpose of colosseum?

Colosseum  ,  otherwise  called  the  Flavian  Amphitheater,
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